The purpose of this chapter is to explain some of the fundamentals of mechanics and hydraulics to help you better understand the ordnance equipment that you will be working within the fleet. We will also introduce you to the air and power supplies that are used by a shipboard GMLS and gun system. The control mechanisms of GMLS and gun systems involve a combination of mechanical, hydraulic, electrical, and electronic devices. By studying this chapter and the chapter that follows (on electricity and electronics), you should become familiar with most of the principles of how these devices operate. Understanding how these devices operate is the first step in becoming a good technician. Pay particular attention to the references listed throughout the text, which describe sources of more detailed information on each topic. These textbooks are included on the bibliography list for GM3 through GMC (from which advancement examination questions are referenced).

MECHANICAL DEVICES

LEARNING OBJECTIVE: Discuss the operating principles of the mechanical devices used in ordnance equipment.

The movement and functioning of major systems (directors, launchers, and gun mounts) are accomplished, in part, using one or more basic mechanical devices. Our discussion centers on the functioning principles and applications of cams, gear trains, levers and linkages, couplings, and bearings.

CAMs

A cam is an irregularly shaped device used to transmit motion through a follower. The cam surface contours are determined by the needs of the device the cam serves. The follower may be used to operate any number of other mechanisms.

In figure 4-1, we show a face cam being used in a cutout device for a gun firing circuit. The cam face is contoured to correspond to the ship's firing and nonfiring zones. Each position on the cam plate corresponds to a specific position of gun train and elevation. The low area corresponds to the positions in which the gun may be safely fired; the raised area corresponds to the areas where firing would endanger permanent ship's structure. The cam is geared to the train drive to rotate as the gun moves in train. The follower is linked to move across the face of the cam as the gun is moved in elevation. The follower is linked to a switch in the firing circuit that opens when the follower is raised by the high portions of the cam.

The face cam is one of many different styles. There are also barrel cams and edge cams. The barrel cam is similar to the face cam but is cylindrical in shape with the cam surface on the inside or outside. Both face and barrel cams are used in firing cutout mechanisms.
An edge cam is one that has the irregular surface machined around its outer edge. It may be stationary with the follower attached to a nearby moving component, or rotary. Edge cams are used to shift valves, to make or break switch contacts, and to position other mechanical devices. Figure 4-2 shows some of the uses of cams in ordnance equipment.

**GEAR TRAINS**

Gears are used in almost all types of ordnance equipment. They are used to change direction of motion, to increase or decrease the speed of applied motion, and to magnify or reduce applied force. Gears also give you positive drive. There can be, and usually is, some slippage in a belt drive. Gear teeth, however, are always in mesh so there can be no slippage. This is true as long as the teeth are in good shape and not worn.

Gears in ordnance equipment are normally not seen. They are usually encased in a gearbox, filled with a gear lubricant. You can be sure gears and gear trains are at the heart of almost every type of machine.

**Changing Direction of Motion**

Figure 4-3 represents the fundamental concept of reversing direction of rotation with gears. We have two gears in this simple gear train: the drive gear and the driven gear. The drive gear is rotating in a clockwise direction. This turns the driven gear in a counterclockwise direction, reversing the direction of rotation.

This quality is inherent in all gear trains; one gear turning another will always reverse the direction of motion. This is not always the desired result. To overcome this, you can insert an idler gear between the drive gear and the driven gear, as shown in figure 4-4. The idler reverses the direction of motion coming from the drive gear. This allows the driven gear to be turned in the same direction as the drive gear.
Another form of direction change performed by gear trains is a change in angular direction. Figure 4-5 shows some of the different gear configurations used to change angular direction of motion. The first, and most common, is the bevel gear (fig. 4-5, view A). Bevel gears can be used to turn just about any angle. There are several different forms of bevel gears. The difference is in how the teeth are cut. The rack-and-pinion gear (view B) is used in cases where linear motion is desired.

Worm gears (view C) are a special type of gear train. They have a unique property that makes them very useful for train and elevation drive trains and ammunition hoists. A worm gear can transmit motion in only one direction through the worm. In application, this means that should you lose power halfway through a hoist cycle, the hoist and ammunition will not "free-fall" back to the bottom of the hoist.

View D shows a pinion and an internal gear. Either can serve as the drive gear. This configuration is used in most missile launcher and gun mount train drives. The internal gear is mounted stationary in the stand, while the pinion is part of the mount or launcher. The train drive motor transmits motion through a worm gear to the pinion, which walks around the inside of the internal gear, moving the mount or launcher with it.

**Changing Speed**

Most hydraulic equipment is driven by a 440-volt ac constant speed electric motor. These motors have to spin at very high speeds to be efficient. To be usable for driving a hydraulic pump or anything else, you must reduce the output speed of the motor. This is accomplished through reduction gears. The reduction gears are located in an oil-filled encasement, which normally appears to be part of the drive motor housing.

Figure 4-6 will help you understand how this is possible. Wheel A has 10 teeth that mesh with the 40
teeth on wheel B. Wheel A will have to rotate four times to cause wheel B to make one rotation. Wheel C is fixed rigidly to the same shaft as wheel B. Therefore, wheel C makes the same number of revolutions as wheel B. However, wheel C has 20 teeth and meshes with wheel D that has 10 teeth. This causes wheel D to rotate twice for every one revolution of wheel C. If you rotate wheel A at a speed of four revolutions per second, wheel B will rotate one revolution per second. Wheel C also moves one revolution per second, turning wheel D at a speed of two revolutions per second. You get an output speed of two revolutions per second from an input of four revolutions per second with a speed reduction of one half.

Almost any increase or decrease in speed can be obtained by choosing the correct gears for the job.

**Magnifying Force**

Gear trains can be used to increase mechanical advantage. The rule is: whenever you reduce speed with a gear train, you increase the effect of the force applied. The theory of this principle will not be discussed here. For further information on gears and gear trains, as well as the theories of how they work, see the Navy training manual *Basic Machines*, NAVEDTRA 12199.

**LEVERS AND LINKAGES**

One of the simplest and most familiar types of machines is the lever. Levers are used to overcome big resistances with relatively small effort. The principle of leverage is used extensively throughout ordnance equipment.

The three basic components that comprise all levers are the fulcrum (F), a force or effort (E), and a resistance (R). Look at the lever in figure 4-7. You see the pivot point (F, fulcrum), the effort (E) that you apply at a distance (A) from the fulcrum, and a resistance (R) that acts at a distance (a) from the fulcrum. Distances (A) and (a) are the lever arms.

The application of leverage in ordnance equipment uses mechanical linkages to transmit and increase force. Figure 4-8 shows the mechanical linkages in a 5"/54Mk 42 Mod 10 carrier ejector assembly. The linkages act together to eject a complete round of ammunition from the transfer station to the carrier tube. The carrier tube must be completely open before the round is ejected into it. Therefore, a time delay slot is incorporated to allow the linkages to move, opening the carrier before the transfer station ejectors actuate. For further information on the fundamentals of levers and linkages, see the Navy training manual *Basic Machines*, NAVEDTRA 12199.

**COUPLINGS**

In a broad sense, the term coupling applies to any device that holds two parts together. For our purposes, these two parts will normally be rotating shafts. In its most familiar application, a coupling will permit one shaft to transmit motion to another shaft that is, or may be, misaligned. The misalignment may be intentional, as in the case of an automobile drive shaft. The drive shaft links the output shaft of the transmission in the front of the automobile to the input shaft of the rear drive unit. The engine and transmission are fixed to the chassis, while the rear drive unit is spring-mounted to the chassis to ride over bumps in the road. The couplings (in this case, universal joints) allow for the efficient transmission of motion while at the same time providing flexibility in the drive train. The misalignment may also be unintentional or unavoidable.
Figure 4-8.—The 5/54 carrier ejector mechanism.
Figure 4-9.—Couplings and their applications.
because of wear or slippage. Figure 4-9 shows four types of couplings commonly used in ordnance equipment.

The adjustable flexible coupling (also called vernier coupling) joins two shafts by means of a flexible metal disk with an adjustable element. By loosening the clamping bolt and turning the worm, you can turn the right-hand shaft. This type of coupling can be found on nearly all types of guns in applications that require finely adjusted mechanical outputs. A flexible coupling is similar to this but does not contain the adjustment feature.

The fixed sliding lug (Oldham) coupling is not as rigid as its name implies. While it is not designed to connect shafts that meet at an angle, it will transmit motion and allow for some misalignment between shafts that are parallel but fail to meet each other exactly. Figure 4-9 shows the output shaft of a drive motor linked by a fixed sliding lug to the input shaft of a hydraulic pump located inside a fluid reservoir. This is necessary for two reasons. First, if the shaft were common to the two devices, when one device required replacement, both would have to be replaced. Second, any wear or misalignment in one device would cause bearing or seal wear in the other device.

The universal joint is used in ordnance equipment, as we said earlier, where the shafts intentionally meet at an angle. Universal joints also have the advantage of great strength, making them useful in heavy load applications. Other connecting devices and adjustments are discussed in chapter 12 under mechanical adjustments.

**BEARINGS**

We must start our discussion of bearings with a brief word on friction. Friction is the resistance to relative motion between two bodies in contact. Sometimes this resistance is useful. For example, it is hard to walk on ice because there is very little friction between your shoes and the ice. In ordnance, however, friction is mostly unwanted. It takes effort to rotate trains of gears, to move levers and shafts, and so forth. Friction in these mechanisms adds to the effort required. Lubrication is one answer; this is discussed later in chapter 12. It coats the surfaces of moving parts in contact with one another and separates them by a fluid film. In some cases, though, this is not enough. Sometimes the speed of the moving parts or the load on them is so great that the oil film will be thrown out or ruptured. In this case, bearings (and lubrication) are the answer.

**Plain (Sliding) Bearings**

Most often the parts that rub together are made of steel. Sometimes the friction can be reduced sufficiently by simply inserting a strip of softer metal, such as bronze, between the two steel parts. This is the theory behind the plain, or sliding, type of bearing. In figure 4-10, you can see two applications.
In figure 4-10, view A, you see a gun slide weldment in which the gun and housing move in recoil and counterrecoil. The bearing strips (one is hidden) inside the slide are made of bronze and support the heavy housing as it moves forward and aft during firing. The barrel bearing, also bronze, supports the barrel in these movements. In view B, you are looking up at a sliding wedge type of breech mechanism. The breech operating shaft, in its rotating movement, raises and lowers the breechblock. Here, the steel operating shaft is kept from coming into direct contact with the steel gun housing and bearing caps (not shown) by the operating shaft bronze journal bearings. For ease in assembly and disassembly, the bearings are in two parts. Notice the oil grooves cut into the inside of the bearing. These grooves distribute the lubricant around the shaft from a zerk fitting on the bearing caps.

The bronze bearing blocks, up inside the breechblock, transmit the rotating movement of the operating shaft to a vertical movement to raise and lower the breech. These are oblong bearings, riding in slanted blockways in the block. They are lubricated by means of oil holes drilled throughout their length.

**Bearings with Roller Contact**

The plain bearings we have just described will reduce friction. A much more efficient type, however, is that which inserts a rolling contact between the stationary and moving elements of the mechanism. The rolling elements are balls or rollers. The bearing assembly usually is made up of three parts: the rolling elements, a separator, and two races.

An ordnance application of roller bearings can be seen in figure 4-11, view A. Here, they are used to reduce friction between the rotating gun mount (base ring) and the stationary stand. The horizontal rollers support the weight of the mount. The upper race (roller path) is part of the base ring. The lower race is part of the stand. The separator keeps the roller bearings from getting canted and running into one another. The upright (radial) bearings reduce friction between the base ring and stand when a sideways force is exerted on the mount.

In view B, you see tapered roller bearings used in trunnions. In this application, they allow the trunnions to rotate freely but restrict sideways and up-and-down movement as the gun bucks during firing.

The roller bearing assemblies just described can be disassembled for replacement of parts, for cleaning, and for examination. Ball bearings, on the other hand, usually are assembled by the manufacturer and installed as a unit. Like roller bearings, the ball bearings reduce friction and, in some applications, prevent unwanted movement.

Sometimes maintenance publications refer to roller-and-ball bearings as being either radial or thrust
bearings. The difference between the two depends upon the angle of intersection between the direction of the load and the axis of rotation of the bearing. Figure 4-12, view A, shows a radial ball bearing assembly. The load here is pressing outward along the radius of the shaft. Now suppose a strong thrust is exerted on the right end of the shaft, tending to move it to the left. The radial bearing is not designed to support this axial thrust. Even putting a shoulder between the load and the inner race would not do. It would just pop the bearings out of their races. The answer is to arrange the races differently, as shown in view B. Here is a thrust bearing. With a shoulder under the lower race and another between the load and the upper race, it will handle any axial load up to its design limit.

The horizontal bearings shown in figure 4-11, view A, are another example of a roller thrust bearing assembly. The vertical roller bearings in the illustration are called radial bearings. Sometimes bearings are designed to support both thrust and radial loads, thus the term radial thrust bearings. For an example of such bearings, see the tapered roller bearings in figure 4-11, view B.

**HYDRAULIC MACHINES**

**LEARNING OBJECTIVE:** Discuss the principles of hydraulics and the application of hydraulics in ordnance equipment.

Hydraulic machines are used throughout ordnance equipment. They provide smooth and accurate train and elevation movement for gun mounts and missile launchers and operate the loading systems. To appreciate the usefulness of hydraulics, we need to understand some basic characteristics and definitions. In the practical sense, hydraulics is concerned with the uses of a fluid-filled system in transmitting applied forces and producing (or controlling) mechanical motion.

**FLUID CHARACTERISTICS**

Let's deal first with the transmission of applied force. There are two qualities of fluid that make them useful as a means to transmit force. They are (1) they take the shape of their containers and (2) they are not compressible. Therefore, pressure applied to a fluid in a closed container will be felt equally against the entire inside surface of the container. The force is transmitted equally in all directions, as shown in figure 4-13. This is true regardless of the shape of the container. This means that it is not necessary for the tube connecting the two pistons to be as large as the pistons throughout.

![Figure 4-13: Force transmitted through fluid.](image-url)
A connection of any size, shape, or length will do, as shown in figure 4-14. The size of the line, however, will determine the volume of fluid flow, which, in turn, affects operating speed.

In figures 4-13 and 4-14, the systems contain pistons with the same area. This makes the output force equal to the input force. Remember what we said earlier—the force applied is transmitted to all surfaces in the container equally. Now consider figure 4-15. The input piston is much smaller than the output piston. Assume the area of the input piston is 2 square inches. With a force of 20 pounds applied to it, a pressure of 10 pounds per square inch (psi) will be felt throughout the container, including the output piston. The upward force on the output piston is therefore 10 pounds for each of its 20 square inches, or 200 pounds. We have effectively multiplied the applied force.

The system works the same in reverse. Consider piston (2) the input piston and piston (1) the output. The output force will be one tenth of the input force.

You should now have a basic understanding of hydraulic principles. More information on hydraulic principles and theory can be found in the Navy training manual Fluid Power, NAVEDTRA 12964. This manual has a wealth of information that will be very useful to you as a Gunner’s Mate.

**SYSTEM COMPONENTS**

Let’s discuss some of the hydraulic components that are used in ordnance equipment. We will cover common system components: reservoirs, filtering devices, pressure regulators, pressure accumulators, and pumps and hydraulic power drives.

Every hydraulic system has the same basic requirements. It must have a tank to store an adequate supply of fluid, a pump, and a device for removing impurities from the fluid. Most systems also have a mechanism for regulating the system output pressure and a flask for storing fluid under pressure.

**Reservoirs**

The reservoir (fig. 4-16) is a basic component of any hydraulic system. In most systems, the reservoir is a separate component. It may also be used as a housing with the hydraulic pump inside submerged in fluid. Although its primary function is to provide storage space for the fluid of the system, it may also perform several other functions. Reservoirs may be used to dissipate heat, to separate air from the system, and to remove contamination.

Reservoirs dissipate heat by radiation from the external walls. Some are constructed with external radiating devices, such as cooling coils or fins. The separation of air from the system is accomplished by the design of the reservoir. Baffles are used to slow the fluid as it returns to the reservoir. Air bubbles have a greater chance of escaping to the surface when the fluid is moving at a slow velocity. The tank is fitted with a device that allows the air bubbles to escape while not permitting contamination to enter. The separation of contamination from the fluid requires some form of filter, or strainer.
Filtering Devices

Most malfunctions in a hydraulic system can be traced to some type of contamination in the fluid. Foreign matter in the system can cause excessive wear, increased power loss, and clogged valves, which increase maintenance costs. For this reason, every effort must be made to prevent contaminants from entering the system. Contaminants that do make their way into the system must be removed before they can cause damage. Filtration devices perform this function.

The filtering devices used in hydraulic systems are most commonly referred to as strainers and filters. Since they share a common function, the terms strainer and filter are often used interchangeably. As a general rule, devices used to remove large particles are called strainers, and those used to remove small particles are called filters.

A strainer will most often be found on the end of the pipe used to supply fluid to a pump from the reservoir. There it can remove any large particles that could clog or damage the pump. Filters can be placed anywhere in the system but are usually located between the pump and the pressure control device. Pumps do not normally have small orifices, which could easily clog. Pressure control devices, however, use very small passages and pistons that must be kept clear for proper operation.

Filters are classified as either full-flow or proportional-flow. In the full-flow type of filter, all the fluid passes through the filtering element. In the proportional-flow type, only a portion of the fluid is passed through the filter. Because of the complex...
nature of ordnance equipment, most systems use the full-flow type of filter. Figure 4-17 shows a full-flow filter device (view A) and a common micronic filter element (view B). This type of element is designed to prevent the passage of 99 percent of solids greater than 10 microns in size. The element is usually made of disposable paper and is required to be replaced at regular intervals. Notice that the full-flow filter device is equipped with a bypass valve. Should the filter become clogged, the bypass valve opens, allowing unfiltered fluid to enter the system. This triggers an indication to the system operator that the filter is clogged. The system should be secured and the filter replaced immediately. The system does not secure itself under these conditions since the falters could dog in the heat of battle.

**Pressure Regulators**

The control and unloading valves shown in figure 4-18 are used to regulate the operating pressure in an accumulator power drive system. The operating range of the fluid pressure for the functional description that follows is assumed to be 950 psi to 1,050 psi.

The control valve and its piston maintain the operating range of the fluid pressure of the system by controlling the position of the unloading valve. The unloading valve (also called a bypass valve) is a three-way, plunger type of directional valve. Its function is to port the pump output to the accumulator during a charge cycle or to the tank (back to the reservoir) during an unloading cycle.

During an accumulator charging cycle (fig. 4-18, part A), the spring holds the control valve in the DOWN position. A drilled hole through the lower land of the control valve ports system pressure (PA) from the accumulator to the chamber between the control valve and its piston. The piston has PA applied to both ends and, therefore, does not affect operation of the control valve during this portion of the cycle. However, PA is only applied to the lower end of the control valve. The position of the control valve is determined by the amount of pressure in the accumulator system. As the pressure increases, the valve moves upward against spring pressure.

During the charging cycle, PA is also ported from the upper chamber of the control valve to the spring-loaded (large area) side of the unloading valve. Pump output is also applied to the lower area around the seat (small area) of the unloading valve. The combination of spring pressure and PA on the large area keeps the unloading valve on its seat. In this position, fluid discharged by the pump is ported to the accumulator.

As fluid pressure in the accumulator increases, it forces the control valve upward against its spring pressure. When the pressure reaches 1,050 psi, the lower land of the control valve blocks PA and the upper land uncovers the tank line (part B). This vents the

![Figure 4-17.—A. A full-flow filtering device; B. A micronic filter element.](image-url)
pressure from the chamber between the control valve and its piston and from the large area side of the unloading valve.

With no pressure in the chamber between the control valve and its piston, the piston moves upward into contact with the valve. Because the piston is larger in diameter (more working area for the fluid pressure) than the control valve, the control valve moves further up against spring pressure.

When the pressure is vented from the large area side of the unloading valve, the pressure in the pump output line, acting on the area around the seat of the unloading valve, overcomes spring pressure and shifts the valve upward. This causes pump output to be discharged to tank.

During the unload cycle, PA, acting on the bottom of the control valve piston, holds the control valve in the UP position against spring pressure. As the pressure in the accumulator system decreases, spring pressure overcomes fluid pressure, moving both the control valve and its piston downward. When system pressure decreases to 950 psi, the upper land of the control valve covers the tank line and the lower land opens the PA line. PA enters the chamber between the control valve and its piston. PA is also ported to the large area side of the unloading valve, forcing it on its seat and beginning another charging cycle.

**Pressure Accumulator**

Accumulator power drive systems are the most common hydraulic power drives used in ordnance...
equipment. Instead of having the output flow of the pump of the system being put directly to use operating a mechanism, it is pumped into an accumulator flask. The prime function of the accumulator is to store a volume of fluid under pressure. As the system demands fluid, it is supplied from the flask. The pressure regulator we just described monitors the pressure in the flask, keeping it within prescribed limits. Systems that require a high volume of fluid under pressure will be equipped with several flasks.

Figure 4-19 shows the most common type of accumulator—the gas-operated, bladder type of flask. This accumulator flask uses a nitrogen-filled bladder inside a steel cylinder. The cylinder has a poppet valve to keep the bladder from being pushed into the output line by its nitrogen pressure when the system is not energized. The bladder, filled with nitrogen to a certain pressure, is compressed by the fluid as the cylinder fills. When the upper level pressure is reached, fluid flow from the pump to the accumulator is stopped. The bladder pressure then continues to cause fluid flow, maintaining system pressure. Without the accumulator flasks, the pump of the system could easily fall behind system requirements during times of peak demand.

**Pumps and Power Drives**

The purpose of a hydraulic pump is to supply a flow of fluid to a hydraulic system. The pump does not
produce pressure. The pressure is developed in the system due to the resistance of the system to fluid flow. Pumps can be of several different types, but the most common are the rotary gear pump and the axial piston pump.

The rotary gear pump (fig. 4-20) operates by trapping fluid at the inlet (suction) port and forcing it through the discharge port to the system. The gear pump is used throughout ordnance systems to supply fluid flow at a variety of pressures. They are most efficient, however, at pressures around 500 psi. There are several configurations and modifications of the gear pump. These will not be discussed in this text.

The axial piston pump is used in most power drives that require either a variable output or a high-volume output. First, let’s describe the principle of operation, then we can show how they are used.

Figure 4-21 shows how the output of an axial piston pump is varied. The pump uses pistons attached to a movable tilt plate. The pistons and cylinder barrel rotate together, driven by an electric motor, between the tilt plate and the valve plate. The tilt plate is moved either left or right by stroking pistons. The larger the tilt angle, the longer the piston stroke and the larger the quantity of pump output. The direction of flow is reversed by reversing the direction of tilt. When the

![Diagram of Axial Piston Pump](image)

Figure 4-21.—Operation of the axial piston pump.
piston stroke is on zero stroke, there is no pump output, even though the pump is still rotating.

This configuration of the axial piston pump is used primarily for the train and elevation power drives, magazine ready service rings, and loaders on gun mounts and missile launchers. The pump output is used to drive a hydraulic motor. The only difference between the pump (A-end) and the hydraulic motor (B-end) is that the tilt plate is set at a permanent angle. These combination A-end pumps and B-end motors are referred to as CAB units. Figure 4-22 shows a CAB unit setup. The pump output is transmitted to the motor, which operates just the reverse of the pump. The pump takes a mechanical input and turns it into a variable bidirectional hydraulic output. The motor takes a variable hydraulic input and converts it to a variable bidirectional mechanical output.

Another common configuration uses the same pump but with a fixed angle tilt plate. The pump has a constant output that is supplied to an accumulator system with a pressure regulator. This type is used to power most gun mount and missile launcher loading systems.

**HYDRAULIC MECHANISMS**

Now that we have seen the basic components of a hydraulic system, let’s take a look at a hydraulic mechanism. Up to now, we have pumped the hydraulic fluid from the reservoir through the filter and have it regulated to the desired pressure. Now, let’s have it do some work.

Glance back to figure 4-8. This is the illustration of the 5”/54 carrier ejector mechanism we used as an example of a mechanical ordnance device. The
Linkages in the ejector are operated by hydraulic pistons. The pistons extend and retract to operate the ejector. The fluid that moves the pistons is controlled electrically by solenoids. Figure 4-23 shows the inside of a solenoid housing and valve block.

Notice that there are two solenoids attached to the same linkage at opposite ends. The linkage has a pivot point in the middle. The pivot is actually a shaft that extends through the solenoid housing into a hydraulic valve block. The linkage is keyed to the shaft so that when one of the solenoids is energized and moves the lever, the shaft will rotate. Inside the valve block (fig. 4-23), the shaft is attached to a valve. As the shaft is rotated, it positions the valve. One position allows fluid to be ported to one side of the piston, extending it. The other position ports fluid to the other side of the piston, retracting it. When fluid is ported to either side, the other side is opened to allow the trapped fluid to return to the tank. A newer configuration of this same device has the solenoids and valve all in one component. It is used on the newer Mk 45 gun mount. This configuration is also discussed in chapter 5.

For more information on hydraulic systems operation, see the Navy training manual Fluid Power, NAVEDTRA 12964, and system maintenance publications.

**Learning Objectives:** Identify the major hydraulic-mechanical components used in GMLS and describe the operational function of each component.

Now that we have covered a typical accumulator type of power drive, the next logical step is to see what its PA can do for a GMLS. In the next chapter we will examine its electrical interlock control circuits. The final object for the various extend and retract signal paths was to energize a solenoid. The solenoid initiated the hydraulic-mechanical actions that actually moved the center guide.

We will first discuss the hydraulic components associated with the center guide. We will then extend the unit from its normally stowed position. As we describe these hydraulic-mechanical operations, you may find it helpful to compare the two hydraulic schematics in figure 4-24.
CENTER GUIDE HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS

The hydraulic components of the center guide include the following:

1. A solenoid assembly
2. A directional control valve
3. A hydraulic cylinder
4. Two latches

All of the components are mounted in the guide arm and are located directly above or near the center guide casting.

The solenoid assembly (shown in figures 4-24 and 4-25) is identified as LCGA(B)1 and LCGA(B)2. It is a detente type of unit that is mounted to directional valve UVGA(B)22. Hydraulic fluid from the solenoid assembly controls the position of the directional valve.

The center guide cylinder (fig. 4-26) contains a movable piston UCGA(B)4 and four ball type of check valves. These check valves function to restrict fluid flow and slow down or cushion part of the stroke of the piston. The lower pushrod of the piston connects to the center guide casting and moves it. The upper switchrod (and arm) of the piston actuates the extended and retracted interlock switches SIGA(B)20 and SIGA(B)19, respectively. The two spring-loaded latches UCGA(B)5 and 6 (refer to figs. 4-24 and 4-25) extend outward to engage the arm on the switchrod. The upper latch slides under the arm to lock the center guide in its retracted position. The lower latch slides over the arm to lock the center guide in its extended position.

When the GMLS is secured, the center guide is normally in the retracted position. It is held thereby the upper latch. After the GMLS is activated, PA is distributed throughout the hydraulic system. Both latches are automatically retracted when PA overcomes latch spring pressure. Since the solenoid is detented, PA is also routed through it and the directional valve to pressurize the bottom (or retract) side of the cylinder. The center guide is held in the retracted position as long as PA is available. The latches will not extend until the GMLS is secured and PA drops below latch spring tension. Figure 4-25 shows the equipment condition just described.

Figure 4-25.—Center guide retract; hydraulic schematic.
EXTEND CENTER GUIDE OPERATION

The hydraulic-mechanical actions that extend the A-side center guide begin when solenoid LCGA(B)11 energizes (fig. 4-24). The detente mechanism is released and UVGA(B)12 shifts to the right. This pivots the rocker arm which shifts UVGA(B)11 to the left. The detente mechanism reengages. At this point, the interlock control circuit has done its job and, in effect, is no longer needed. The remaining actions are all strictly hydraulic and mechanical.

When solenoid valve UVGA(B)11 shifts left, it connects PA on the left end of the directional valve UVGA(B)22 to the tank. By bleeding this fluid pressure to the tank, the directional valve is free to be shifted. When solenoid valve UVGA(B)12 shifts right, PA is connected to the right end of UVGA(B)22. This fluid pressure causes the directional valve to shift to the left. It is very common to see solenoid valves control a directional valve in this manner. By itself, the solenoid assembly cannot handle the volume requirements of the system, primarily due to its small size. By controlling a larger directional valve, the volume requirements of the system are satisfied.

The speed at which the directional valve UVGA(B)22 can shift is regulated by the two orifices in the end chamber lines. They are installed to prevent a sudden shock to the cylinder. As UVGA(B)22 shifts, it connects PA to the top (or extend) side of the cylinder. It also connects the bottom (or retract) side of the cylinder to the tank.

As PA enters the cylinder, the piston (UCGA(B)4) moves down. This extends the center guide into alignment with the front guide. The piston is tapered at its ends. As it nears the bottom of the cylinder, it gradually closes the tank port and buffs to a smooth stop. The check valves at the top of the cylinder permit a rapid, but controlled, acceleration of the piston. The check valves in the bottom of the cylinder assist in the buffering action as the piston nears the end of its stroke.

To complete the extend cycle, the arm on the switchrod has now actuated interlock switch SIGA(B)19. The switch sends an electrical signal to the coil of control relay (center guide extended) and energizes it. They open and solenoid LCGA(B)1 de-energizes.

RETRACT CENTER GUIDE OPERATION

The hydraulic-mechanical operations that retract the center guide begin with energizing LCGA(B)2 (fig. 4-25). They basically reverse the extend cycle actions. We will not go into a detailed explanation of this operation. Study and compare the extend and retract hydraulic schematics and you will see the differences. Retract time is 1.17 seconds.

The GMLS center guide hydraulic-mechanical operation was relatively simple. A piston within a hydraulic cylinder was made to move. Fluid power was converted into a mechanical linear motion. Different hydraulic actuators may convert this fluid power into a rotary type of motion. However, the hydraulic answer
source is still the same—an accumulator type of power drive.

**CAB TYPE OF POWER DRIVES**

**LEARNING OBJECTIVE** Identify the major components of a CAB type of power drive system used in GMLSs.

In addition to the accumulator type of power drives, GMLSs also use CAB type of power drives. The main purpose of a CAB type of power drive is to produce a mechanical output. Through a drive train, this mechanical output is used to move or position various GMLS equipments. Launcher carriages, guide arms, loader chains, hoist chains, and RSRs are a few such examples.

The secondary purpose of a CAB type of power drive is to provide certain hydraulic fluid outputs. These fluids are usually identified as servo fluid and supercharge fluid pressures. The application of these fluid pressures is normally limited to the CAB type of power drive that produced them. This differs from an accumulator type of power drive which produced PA. PA was distributed throughout the entire general loading system and, in some cases, to all guide arm components.

A CAB type of power drive is a variable speed, bidirectional hydraulic transmission system. Its main element is a combined A-end/B-end unit or CAB unit. A hydraulic pump (A-end) is joined to a hydraulic motor (B-end) by a valve plate. Driven by a constant speed electric motor, the A-end hydraulically drives the B-end. The B-end converts fluid power into a rotary mechanical motion. The speed and direction of B-end motor rotation (output) is controlled by the A-end.

In the ordnance community, there is one other version of the CAB unit. The unit is called a "Special K" type of installation. It uses one A-end to drive two B-ends. All units are separated by transmission lines. A Special K unit is used by the Mk 13 GMLS RSR/hoist power drive. The principles of operation and many of the individual components are identical among the two (CAB and Special K). We will concentrate on the CAB type of unit.

A typical CAB type of power drive (fig. 4-27) includes the following major components:

1. A-end
2. B-end
3. Dual gear pump

![Figure 4-27.—A basic CAB type of power drive.](image-url)
4. Power-off brake (not shown—see figures 4-25 and 4-26)

5. Main relief valve

6. Control assembly

As we describe these components, you may find it useful to relate their operation to moving a missile launcher in train. The launcher can train in either direction (left or right) at various speeds.

**A-END**

The A-end pump of a CAB unit is very similar to a parallel (or axial) piston pump associated with an accumulator type of power drive. The main difference between the two is that the fluid output of an A-end can be varied in its volume and direction. The major components of an A-end are shown in the lower portion of figure 4-28, an A-end and B-end combination.

![Diagram of A-end and B-end combination; CAB unit.](image)
The A-end drive shaft connects to the output shaft of an electric motor. Usually this connection is through a small reduction gear unit and a flexible coupling. The drive shaft imparts rotation to a socket ring through a universal joint. The drive shaft also rotates a cylinder barrel through a sleeve and two lock keys. A bearing in the center of the valve plate supports and holds the drive shaft in place.

The socket ring has evenly spaced sockets for the connecting rods that drive the axial pistons of the A-end. The socket ring rotates within a tilt plate (fig. 4-29). The bowl-shaped tilt plate turns on two integral trunnions that ride on bearings within the A-end housing. The tilt plate does NOT rotate; however, it can be moved or positioned through a limited degree of travel by the action of the two stroking pistons. In a neutral or zero-degree position, the face of the tilt plate is parallel to the face of the valve plate. The tilt plate can be turned or “tilted” a maximum of 20° either side of ZERO position.
The two stroking pistons operate inside separate cylinders located behind the tilt plate. Two sockets in the tilt plate housing are for the connecting rods of these pistons. The stroking pistons regulate the angle of the tilt plate anywhere between its 40-degree arc of travel. Any change in tilt plate angle is transmitted to the rotating socket ring. Changing the position of the tilt plate is commonly referred to as applying tilt to the A-end or stroking the A-end. An external control assembly varies the hydraulic fluid pressure(s) supplied to the stroking pistons to apply tilt.

Some CAB units have stroking pistons that are the same size or of equal area. To apply tilt to this type of A-end, the control assembly causes hydraulic fluid pressure to increase on one of the pistons and to decrease on the other. Other CAB units have stroking pistons that are different in size. The area of one piston (the large area piston) is twice that of the other (the small area piston). In this case, the control assembly continuously applies a freed (or regulated) fluid pressure to the small area piston. It also applies a controlled fluid pressure, valued at one half of regulated fluid pressure, to the large area piston. (Remember the formula for force is area times pressure—F = AP.) To apply tilt to this type of A-end, the control assembly varies the controlled fluid pressure to the large area piston. The regulated fluid pressure applied to the small area piston remains constant. With both types of installations, the tilt plate and socket ring are made to move from their neutral positions by an unbalance of forces.

The rotating cylinder barrel bears against and forms a hydraulic seal on the face of the valve plate. The barrel contains an odd number (usually nine) of evenly spaced cylinder bores. They are open on the valve plate end. Pistons in the cylinders are linked to the socket ring by connecting rods. In response to the angle of the tilt plate (and socket ring), these pistons perform the pumping action of the A-end. Hydraulic fluid is ported from the cylinder bores and into the valve plate. A small amount of hydraulic fluid is also ported through holes drilled in the pistons, their connecting rods, and socket balls. This fluid is used to lubricate the bearing surfaces in the socket ring.

The valve plate (fig. 4-30) is like a hydraulic manifold with seven internal fluid passages. It connects the A-end to the B-end, both physically and hydraulically. It also mounts external components. The two main fluid passages have crescent-shaped ports on the valve plate faces (A-end and B-end). These ports separate the intake fluid from the pressurized discharge fluid. Each of these passages is joined by another fluid passage that leads to the main relief valve of the CAB unit. A small-diameter passage from the relief valve serves as a bleeder passage to the tank. The two remaining passages extend through the valve plate. They permit the free exchange or circulation of fluid between the A- and B-ends. This fluid exchange aids in dissipating heat generated within the CAB unit.

The operation of an A-end can be seen in the four views of figure 4-31. Remember which components

![Figure 4-31.—Basic operation of the A-end.](image-url)
are rotating—the drive shaft, the socket ring, the connecting rods, the pistons, and the cylinder barrel. Remember what the tilt plate and stroking pistons are doing.

View A shows the tilt plate of the A-end on exact neutral. While in this position, the length of every piston stroke is zero. No pumping action is taking place. If you are relating this operation to training a launcher, it is not moving since the pump of the A-end is not providing any output fluid. The fluid pressure in the two stroking piston chambers is either “equal” (if they are the same size) or “balanced” (if they are of different sizes).

View B shows what happens to the components of the A-end when a small degree of tilt is applied to the tilt plate. The control assembly made the bottom stroking piston extend. The connecting rod of the stroking piston pushes the lower end of the tilt plate. The tilt plate repositions the main axial pistons. As the pistons move away from the valve plate, they draw fluid into their cylinders. Suction continues until they reach the end of their intake stroke. Meanwhile, the cylinder barrel has rotated far enough so that the pistons have passed the intake port and are approaching the discharge port.

Now, because of the tilt applied, the pistons reverse and move toward the valve plate. Fluid is forced from the cylinder and through the crescent-shaped discharge port. Actually, several pistons are drawing fluid in while several pistons are discharging. This multiple-piston operation reduces pulsations in the output of the pump. In this example, our missile launcher is training slowly to the left.

View C shows the A-end with the tilt plate at a greater angle. The pistons make longer strokes. Longer strokes mean a greater fluid output volume is supplied to the B-end. The missile launcher is now training faster to the left.

View D shows the A-end with the tilt plate positioned in the opposite direction. Note that almost all of the components have reversed their function, The upper stroking piston now becomes the controlling piston. The intake and discharge lines have reversed. However, the electric motor keeps the drive shaft and all its driven components rotating in the same direction. Our launcher is now training to the right.

B-END

The B-end is the hydraulic motor of the CAB unit. Physically, it is very similar to the construction of the A-end. A B-end converts fluid pressure from the A-end into a rotary mechanical motion. In a CAB unit installation, the B-end is secured to the opposite face of the valve plate. In the Special K type of units, the B-end(s) is/are separately mounted and receive fluid by transmission lines.

The major components of the B-end are shown in the upper portion of figure 4-28. The bearing housing, the cylinder barrel housing, and the valve plate enclose and support the other components of the motor. The unit is sealed to prevent fluid leakage.

The output drive shaft of the B-end rotates on bearings inside the bearing housing. The shaft connects to the mechanical drive train units of the power drive system. It also drives the response gearing of the B-end that provides launcher position information to the control assembly.

The socket ring of the B-end is mounted to the other end of the drive shaft. The socket ring causes the drive shaft to rotate. The socket ring is attached to the cylinder barrel by connecting rods and a drive link and pin.

The cylinder barrel bears on and rotates against the side of the valve plate face of the B-end. The cylinder barrel is bearing-mounted to a stub shaft in the valve plate face. The cylinder barrel of the B-end has the same number of cylinder bores as the A-end. The cylinders are open at their lower end to receive and return fluid to the A-end.

Just as the tilt plate of the A-end had to be tilted to develop a pumping action, the B-end must also be “tilted” to develop a rotation. In relation to the valve plate, the socket ring in figure 4-28 is installed at an angle. The socket ring of the B-end is normally placed at (about) a 30-degree fixed angle. It is sometimes referred to as the “fixed tilt plate” of the B-end.

In operation, the B-end responds directly to the A-end. If the tilt plate of the A-end is on neutral, no pumping action takes place and no fluid transfer is accomplished. The B-end is not rotating in this situation; the missile launcher is stopped.

In view A of figure 4-32, the A-end has gone off neutral and is pumping. The output fluid of the A-end acts on some of the pistons of the B-end and pushes
them. Because of the imposed angle of the “fixed tilt plate,” the drive shaft of the B-end starts rotating.

The speed and direction of rotation of the B-end are factors determined by the A-end. The amount of tilt of the A-end determines the speed of rotation of the B-end (small tilt, slow speed; large tilt, fast speed). As long as the A-end is on tilt, the B-end will continue to rotate. When the tilt of the A-end is removed (returned to neutral), the B-end will stop. The direction of rotation of the B-end is determined by the direction of tilt applied to the tilt plate of the A-end. View B of figure 4-32 shows the reaction of the components of the B-end when fluid flow is reversed.

**DUAL GEAR PUMP ASSEMBLY**

The dual gear pump assembly (fig. 4-33) of a CAB type of power drive is better known as the servo and supercharge pump assembly. The pump housing is physically mounted to the aft end of the electric motor. When the motor is running, a common drive shaft turns both gear pumps. (Meanwhile, the forward end of the electric motor is also driving the A-end.)

The dual gear pump housing is similar to that described with a single gear pump of an accumulator type of power drive. (Refer to fig. 4-20.) A divider plate separates the two pumping chambers. The larger gearset belongs to the servo pump. The smaller gearset is for the supercharge pump. Both pumps share a
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**Figure 4-32.—Basic operation of the B-end.**

**Figure 4-33.—Dual gear pump assembly.**
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common intake or suction port. They draw their fluid through a suction screen/strainer in the main fluid supply tank.

Two separate output lines direct the discharge fluids to a valve block assembly. Here the fluids are filtered, controlled, and regulated. The servo fluid normally charges a small accumulator and is distributed to the hydraulic system of the power drive. Servo fluid pressure is the higher of the two and, as mentioned before, normally ranges between 400 and 500 psi. It is used for control purposes, primarily in the control assembly of the power drive.

Supercharge fluid pressure is the lower of the two. It does not charge an accumulator and only averages around 100 psi. Supercharge fluid is supplied directly to the CAB unit. Here it compensates for or replenishes fluid lost through internal slippage and leakage.

**POWER-OFF BRAKE**

The power-off or brake of a B-end of a CAB type of power drive is connected to the output drive shaft of the motor of the B-end. (Refer to fig. 4-34.) When the brake is released, the power drive and the driven equipment are free to move. When the brake sets, it halts the movement of the equipment during a power failure. When the brake is set, it secures the equipment against the roll and pitch of the ship. It also provides for manual hand crank operations during emergency, installation, or maintenance procedures. Some GMLSs use a pneumatic drive mechanism instead of a hand crank, but the force is still applied to the power-off brake.

The main components of a power-off brake are shown in figure 4-35. The lower end of the brake shaft is coupled to the output shaft of the B-end through a gear reduction unit. The other end of the brake shaft is splined to a set of inner friction discs. These inner discs are alternated with outer friction discs. The inner discs rotate with the brake shaft as the B-end turns. The outer set of friction discs is splined to a disc housing. The disc housing and outer discs are fastened to a worm gear drive. The worm shaft extends outside the brake housing and provides for either manual or pneumatic drive connections.

A spring-loaded pressure plate at the top of the brake housing bears against the upper inner disc. The pressure plate is operated by a brake-release piston. Braking action occurs when the pressure plate presses the rotating inner discs into (friction) contact with the stationary outer discs. Through a positive gear-drive relationship between the brake shaft and the drive shaft of the B-end, the load (launcher) comes to a halt.

Figure 4-36 shows a simplified schematic of the "set" and "released" positions of a power-off brake. When the power drive is secured (view B), there is no

---

**Figure 4-34.** Interaction between a basic CAB type of power drive and a control assembly.
hydraulic fluid pressure (normally servo fluid pressure) on (or under) the brake-release piston. The spring-loaded pressure plate forces the friction discs into a braking engagement. Manual or pneumatic drive can now be accomplished by rotating the worm shaft, commonly called “driving through the brake.”

During normal power drive operation, servo fluid pressure is ported to the brake-release piston. By ‘lifting the brake,’ the friction discs separate, as shown in view A. This action permits free rotation of the brake shaft and the drive shaft/equipment of the B-end.

When an operating power drive is shut down, either normally or through a power failure, a power-off brake solenoid ports the servo fluid pressure to the tank. The pressure plate springs “set the brake.” Should a sudden power failure occur, the equipment will not come to a
screeching, abrupt stop. Hydraulically controlled valves in a nearby valve block govern or meter the servo fluid of the piston returning to the tank. This action quickly sets, releases, sets (and soon) the brake to bring the equipment to a smooth and controlled stop.

**MAIN RELIEF VALVE**

The main relief valve of a CAB type of power drive serves two primary purposes. First, it protects the CAB unit from excessive fluid pressure conditions. Second, it prevents cavitation of the A-end by directing supercharging fluid to the pump.

The main relief valve (also called a safety relief valve) mounts to the outside of the valve plate. (External location can be seen in figs. 4-27 and 4-28.) The valve is connected into both main fluid passages that join the A-end and B-end. In this manner it protects the CAB unit when the A-end is tilted in either direction.

The valve is classified as a compound-relief valve since a small pilot valve controls a larger main valve. The simplified schematics of the main relief valve (figs. 4-37 and 4-38) show its major component parts. The valve works on the differential-in-pressure principle. The area of the main valve plunger exposed in chamber A is equal to the area exposed in chamber B. These two areas combined are equal to that area exposed in all of chamber C. Therefore, the fluid pressure in either chamber A or chamber B must be slightly more than twice the fluid pressure in chamber C to unseat the main valve plunger.

Depending on the direction of CAB rotation, fluid pressure (from the A-end) may build up in either chamber A or chamber B. When the A-end is not pumping, supercharge fluid pressure fills these chambers. The main relief valve functions during power drive start, normal, and excessive fluid pressure conditions. The fluid pressures involved are supercharge, servo, and a variable high pressure from the A-end and the tank.

**Start Condition Operation**

To understand the operation of the main relief valve when the power drive is initially started, you must realize two facts. First, fluid pressures developed by hydraulic systems do not instantly reach their normal levels or values. It takes a few seconds for fluid pressures to build up to a normal, or at least a minimum, level before they can be effective. Second, tilt plates “drift” or tend to come off neutral at the A-end when the power drive is secured. This means that when the power drive is restarted, the pistons of the A-end are automatically positioned to start pumping to the B-end. The B-end would rotate and move the equipment.
Figure 4-38.—Normal condition of a main relief valve.

Supercharge fluid enters the relief valve and unseats the No. 1 and No. 2 ball type of check valves. The No. 1 check valve permits fluid to fill chamber A and one transmission line (A) to the A-end. The No. 2 check valve permits fluid to fill chamber B and the other transmission line (B) to the A-end. The double-check valve is also unseated. It allows supercharge fluid to act on the pilot valve. The 100-psi pressure of supercharge fluid is not enough to shift the spring-loaded pilot valve. Therefore, supercharge fluid flows through the lands of the pilot valve plunger and fills chamber C. It is also directed to the brake-release valve. Supercharge fluid initially assists in keeping the brake set until servo fluid pressure can build up and take over.

Since the supercharge fluid pressures in chambers A, B, and C are all equal and acting on the same-size areas (A + B = C), they cancel each other. The large spring of the main valve plunger is rated at about 75 pounds of force. It is the only force holding the valve downward on its seat.

If the A-end is on neutral, there will be no problems or pumping action. If the A-end is not on neutral, one of the transmission lines (line A or line B) will be pressurized. Let’s say line A is the pressurized line. Line B is the suction or return line.

As fluid pressure of the A-end enters chamber A, it seats the lower ball of the double-check valve. It also seats check valve No. 1 in the supercharge fluid pressure line. Spring pressure on the pilot valve plunger holds it downward. With the main valve held on its seat by only a 75-pound spring force, any fluid pressure above 75 psi of the A-end causes the main valve to lift. The excess fluid pressure is ported back to the suction line of the A-end (through line B) and bypasses the B-end. The maximum fluid pressure buildup between the A-end and B-end is limited to about 75 psi. That is not enough to move the brake-held B-end.

When the power-off brake solenoid energizes, it positions the release power-off brake and main relief control valve. The valve is positioned so it ports servo fluid pressure to the top of the main valve plunger. This could result in damage to certain components (like a power-off brake). It is also dangerous to life and limb if you are unable to jump out of the way fast enough.
action seats the main relief valve. With servo fluid pressure on top of the main valve, the pilot valve regulates the pressure in the main relief valve.

Will the main relief valve stay in this condition? No, because, as other fluid pressures build in the system, the control assembly automatically returns the A-end to neutral. Pumping action quickly stops and the main relief valve returns to its seat.

**Normal Condition Operation**

When all system fluid pressures are available and the GMLS is ready to operate, the main relief valve assumes its normal condition (fig. 4-38). The pilot valve is set to maintain about one half of the fluid pressure of the A-end in its middle chamber. When the A-end goes tilt, high-pressure fluid from line A flows through the diagonal passage drilled in the bottom land of the pilot valve. This high-pressure fluid fills the chamber below the land and forces the plunger of the pilot valve to rise. The lower land moves over variable orifice M while the upper land moves toward variable orifice N.

The plunger is now in its middle position; orifice M is not quite closed and orifice N is just barely open. Only a small amount of high-pressure fluid is allowed to escape to the tank. Very minor overpressure conditions can be relieved this way. Should a small overpressure condition occur (beyond what the pilot valve can handle), the main relief valve will unseat by a few thousandths of an inch. The small overpressure in line A is bypassed to low-pressure line B. In actuality, both the pilot and main relief valves are constantly making these minor adjustments or shifts to maintain CAB unit fluid pressures within normal limits.

**Excessive Fluid Pressure Condition Operation**

Should the A-end develop an excessive fluid pressure condition, the pressure in the lower chamber of the pilot valve increases dramatically. (Refer to fig. 4-38.) The pilot valve shifts upward, fully closing orifice M and opening orifice N. Fluid in chamber C is vented to the tank through the plunger of the pilot valve. This decreases the force or pressure holding the main valve down.

The excessive fluid pressure in chamber A (or B) now offsets the force of the spring of the main valve. The plunger of the main valve lifts. This action limits pressure of the A-end in the CAB unit to a preset maximum and prevents damage to the power drive.

**CONTROL ASSEMBLY**

The control assembly of a CAB type of power drive is also known as a receiver-regulator. Basically stated, the control assembly controls the power drive operation. Figure 4-34 shows the general relationship and interactions of the control assembly with the rest of the power drive components.

A control assembly is a complex arrangement of electrical, hydraulic, and mechanical components. It receives electrical signals that order the driven equipment to a new position. Components within the control assembly determine the difference between the existing (or actual) position and the ordered position. The difference (or error) is eventually transformed into hydraulic valve movements. These valve movements cause the stroking pistons to shift and apply tilt to the A-end. This drives the B-end and driven equipment to the ordered position.

As the equipment moves to the new position, it is continually feeding back information to the control assembly. This feedback is known as response and involves A-end and B-end inputs. As the equipment nears the ordered position, feedback reduces the position-difference (or error) in the control assembly. Through either a decreasing electrical error signal or a mechanical limiting action, the angle of A-end tilt decreases. This action decelerates the moving equipment until it stops at the ordered position.

The description of a control assembly has purposely been brief. In chapter 5, we will examine the different types of GMLS control assemblies in more detail. For now though, concentrate on the hydraulic-mechanical aspects of a CAB type of power drive, primarily the CAB unit.

**76-MM 62-CALIBER GUN MOUNT MARK 75 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM**

**LEARNING OBJECTIVE:** Describe the hydraulic system and components used in the Mk 75 gun mount.

The hydraulic system for this gun mount provides hydraulic pressure for operation of the ammunition-handling system and the cold recoil jacks. The hydraulic power unit (fig. 4-39) supplies the fluid system and develops the pressure for operation of the hydraulic components in the system. The five main
assemblies of the hydraulic power unit are the hydraulic oil tank, the filter, the motor and pump, the accumulator, and the bypass assemblies.

**HYDRAULIC OIL TANK ASSEMBLY**

The hydraulic oil tank assembly serves as a reservoir and expansion chamber for the hydraulic fluid. It also provides a static head of pressure for the hydraulic system. Corrugated external surfaces on the tank help dissipate heat generated by the system. An oil level indicator provides a means to quick-check the quantity of hydraulic fluid in the system.

**FILTER ASSEMBLY**

A full-flow cartridge type of filter assembly removes contaminants from the hydraulic fluid as the fluid flows through the filter element. The filter is in the return line to the hydraulic oil tank.
MOTOR AND PUMP ASSEMBLY

An electric motor drives a gear pump that supplies hydraulic fluid under pressure to the several components of the hydraulic system. A flexible coupling connects the motor to the pump.

ACCUMULATOR ASSEMBLY

The accumulator assembly serves to cushion pulsations in the hydraulic system. It also stores a supply of pressurized hydraulic fluid to augment pump delivery during brief periods of peak demand. A

Figure 4-40.—Revolving magazine and screw feeder.
nitrogen charge in the accumulator keeps a constant preestablished head of pressure in the system. The accumulator is connected to a pressure gauge and has a safety valve to prevent damage from overpressures on the system.

**BYPASS VALVE ASSEMBLY**

The bypass valve assembly reduces the starting load on the electric motor and the pump. As the motor starts, the bypass valve ports the pump output to the tank until the motor reaches operating speed. When the motor and the pump are shut down, the bypass valve automatically dumps the accumulator pressure to the hydraulic oil tank.

**LOWER GUN-LOADING SYSTEM**

The lower gun loading system supplies ammunition to the upper gun-loading system. A revolving magazine and a screw feeder are the principal parts of the lower gun-loading system.

**Revolving Magazine**

The revolving magazine (fig. 4-40) stows ammunition and delivers it to the screw feeder. Ammunition stowage cells in the magazine are arranged in two concentric circles—an inner circle and an outer circle. The circles hold 70 ready-to-fire rounds of ammunition. As the magazine rotates, ammunition passes from the outer circle to the inner circle.

**Screw Feeder**

The screw feeder (fig. 4-41) receives ammunition from the revolving magazine and hoists ammunition to the last station screw feeder for delivery to the upper gun-loading system. A hydraulic motor, driving through a hoist reduction gear assembly, rotates the screw feeder and drives the hoist lift pawl assemblies. The revolving magazine is geared to the screw feeder so both the screw feeder and the revolving magazine rotate in unison.
UPPER GUN-LOADING SYSTEM

The upper gun-loading system (fig. 4-42) positions and holds ammunition for ramming into the gun barrel chamber. A pair of rocking arm assemblies, a loader drum assembly, and a transfer tray mechanism assembly are the principal parts of the upper gun-loading system.

Rocking Arm Assemblies

Right and left hydraulically operated rocking arm assemblies (fig. 4-43) transfer ammunition from the last station screw feeder to the loader drum. The two rocking arms differ somewhat in configuration but function in the same manner. Both arms pivot on a shaft that passes through the left trunnion of the slide assembly.

In operation, the rocking arms have a swinging motion and move alternately in opposite directions. When one arm is at the end of its upward travel to
deliver a round to the loader drum, the other is at the end of its downward travel to take around from the last station screw feeder.

Hydraulically and mechanically operated clamps at each end of the rocking arms hold ammunition while in transit between the screw feeder and the loader drum. When a rocking arm reaches the loader chum, the clamps on the raised arm open to release around to the loader drum. Simultaneously, the clamps on the lowered arm close to take a round from the last station screw feeder.

**Loader Drum Assembly**

The hydraulically operated loader drum assembly (fig. 4-44) is synchronized with the operation of the rocking arms. The loader drum has two shaft-mounted disks (star wheels) with U-shaped cutouts to receive ammunition from the rocking arms. A round received by the loader drum is moved, one position at a time, through four stations. From the last station, upon completion of the firing circuit, a round is deposited in the transfer tray for ramming into the gun barrel.

A set of star wheels below the loader drum accepts ammunition from the loader drum and deposit it into the transfer tray.

**Transfer Tray Mechanism Assembly**

The transfer tray mechanism assembly (fig. 4-45), within the slide, receives ammunition from the loader drum and positions it for ramming into the gun barrel.
chamber. The transfer tray is connected to the upper part of the slide and, through linkages, to the breech housing support. During recoil and counterrecoil actions of the gun, the transfer tray moves in an up and down swinging arc.

As the gun moves in recoil, the transfer tray swings from the DOWN position to the UP position. In the UP position, the transfer tray is aligned with the loader drum to receive a round.

The empty case tray is attached to the lower part of the transfer tray frame. As the gun recoils, the empty case tray moves up into alignment with the breech end of the barrel to receive the spent cartridge case. As the gun moves in counterrecoil, the loaded transfer tray swings from the UP position to the DOWN position to align the round for ramming into the barrel chamber.

The rammer assembly is within the transfer tray mechanism assembly. Movement of the transfer tray operates the rammer assembly. As the tray moves to the DOWN position (in counterrecoil), the rammer assembly extends, performing two functions: (1) it rams a round into the gun barrel chamber and (2) it pushes the ejected spent case of the previously fired round out of the empty case tray into the empty case ejector chute. The spent case then ejects through the chute and out of the gun mount.

**EQUILIBRATOR AND COMPENSATOR ASSEMBLIES**

The equilibrator and compensator assemblies (fig. 4-46) operate together to perform three functions:

1. Counterbalance the gun.
2. Compensate for the shifting center of gravity of the barrel and breech assemblies that occurs during recoil/counterrecoil and during elevation/depression movements.

3. Stop counterrecoil movement of the gun if a short recoil fails to eject the empty powder case from the gun barrel.

The equilibrator is attached to the bottom of the carriage and extends down inside the revolving magazine assembly. It consists of an equilibrator cylinder assembly and two sets of coil springs. A steel cable extends from a spring seat at the bottom of the equilibrator to the elevation arc. In operation, the coil spring tension pulls on the steel cable to counterbalance the gun as it elevates and depresses.

The compensator assembly is a hydraulic cylinder attached to the slide above and parallel to the gun barrel. A hydraulic line connects the compensator assembly to the equilibrator cylinder assembly in the equilibrator.

As the gun recoils and counterrecoils, the porting of hydraulic fluid between the compensator assembly and the equilibrator cylinder assembly changes the position of the upper spring seat in the equilibrator. This, in turn, varies the counterbalancing spring tension on the steel cable attached to the elevation arc. As the gun moves back in recoil, less counterbalancing force is needed; conversely, when the gun moves forward in counterrecoil, more counterbalancing force is needed.

The compensator assembly prevents the flow of hydraulic fluid into the equilibrator cylinder if a short recoil fails to bring the gun back to the hooks position (or if the hooks fail to engage the gun). This prevents counterrecoil of the gun.

**SLIDE ASSEMBLY**

The slide assembly (fig. 4-47) is suspended between the two trunnion supports. The slide serves as a support structure for the gun mount components that elevate and depress. The main components of the slide are the following:

1. Breech mechanism
2. Recoil/counterrecoil system
3. Recoil/counterrecoil dampers
4. Cold recoil jacks
5. Gun port shield
6. Elevation arc
7. Trunnions
8. Firing cutout mechanism

![Slide assembly](image)
9. Counterrebounding mechanism

Only the recoil/counterrecoil system and cold recoil jacks will be discussed in this chapter. For a detailed description of the MK 75 slide assembly, refer to Technical Manual for 76-mm 62-Caliber Gun Mount Mark 75 Mods 0 and 1, Description and Operation, SW314-AO-MMM-A1O series.

Recoil/Counterrecoil System

The recoil/counterrecoil system (fig. 4-48) controls movement of the gun during the recoil and counterrecoil strokes. The system consists of two recoil cylinders, connected hydraulically to a recuperator, and performs five functions:

1. Absorbs gun recoil force to ensure prescribed recoil lengths
2. Maintains a nearly constant recoil force throughout the recoil stroke
3. Stores energy to return the gun to battery
4. Regulates the counterrecoil stroke to keep it within the prescribed rate-of-fire limits
5. Brakes recoil and counterrecoil movement at the end of their strokes

The recuperator is a hydropneumatic device having separate chambers for hydraulic fluid and nitrogen.

During the recoil stroke, the energy developed by the recoiling gun is absorbed by the recuperator and the recoil cylinders. The energy absorbed by the recuperator is stored as pressure by compressing the nitrogen. The energy absorbed by the recoil cylinders is dissipated by the resistance to the flow of hydraulic fluid through throttling grooves between the stationary and moving parts of the cylinders.

During counterrecoil, the energy, stored in the recuperator as pressure, moves the gun from its maximum recoil position to the gun-at-hooks position. When the gun is released by the gun releasing mechanism, the pressure stored in the recuperator moves the gun to the in-battery position. In this phase of counterrecoil, the recoil cylinders act as stroke regulators and release energy stored by the recuperator at a regulated rate.

Cold Recoil Jacks

Two hydraulic cold recoil jacks (fig. 4-49) are on the forward part of the slide. The recoil jacks are primarily for maintenance work to move the gun in and out of battery. They also move the gun to the hooks position in preparation for firing.
AMMUNITION-HANDLING SYSTEM

The ammunition-handling system (fig. 4-50) for the gun mount moves ammunition from the revolving magazine to the last station loader drum where the ammunition is subsequently deposited into the transfer tray, rammed, and fired. The ammunition-handling system holds a maximum of 80 rounds of ammunition. When around is fired, each of the other rounds advances one position.

The ammunition-handling system consists of the revolving magazine, the screw feeder and hoist system, the right and left rocking arm assemblies, the loader drum assembly, and the hydraulic power unit. The entire ammunition-handling system moves with the gun mount in train. The loader drum, which is mounted within the slide, moves with the gun in elevation.

The hydraulic power unit, mounted on the carriage, provides the hydraulic pressure to operate components of the ammunition-handling system. A hydraulic motor drives the revolving magazine and the screw feeder and hoist. Hydraulic cylinders drive the rocking arm and loader drum assemblies.

Ammunition is manually loaded into the revolving magazine, which holds 70 rounds. The ammunition is held vertically in two concentric circles of stowage cells; each circle holds 35 rounds. The revolving magazine turns when the hydraulic motor rotates the screw feeder.

Figure 4-50.—Ammunition-handling system.
During rotation of the revolving magazine and screw feeder (fig. 4-51), a round moves from the inner circle of stowage cells to the screw feeder. When a round leaves the inner circle of cells, around from the outer circle replaces it, leaving an empty stowage cell in the outer circle.

When a round reaches the screw feeder, it is lifted in a spiraling reamer by hoist lift pawl assemblies of the hoist as the screw feeder rotates (fig. 4-52). The screw feeder, with a capacity of six rounds, delivers a round to the rocking arms. The rocking arms alternately raise the rounds to the loader.

Figure 4-51.—Movement of rounds in revolving magazine.
Figure 4-52.—Ammunition flow diagram.
drum (fig. 4-53). While one rocking arm is lifting a round to the loader drum, the other arm is returning empty to take the next round from the screw feeder.

The loader drum has a capacity of four rounds. As the loader drum receives around from the rocking arm, it rotates to deposit the round in the last station loader drum and then into the transfer tray for subsequent ramming and firing (fig. 4-54). The last station loader drum is the last station of the ammunition-handling system; a round at this station can advance to the

Figure 4-53.—Movement of rounds from screw feeder to loader drum.
transfer tray only when all conditions of the firing circuit are satisfied.

Upon completion of the firing circuit, the round in the last station loader drum is moved onto the transfer tray, rammed, and fired. At the same time, a rocking arm takes a round from the screw feeder to the loader drum. The screw feeder lifts around to replace the one removed by the rocking arm, and the revolving magazine delivers another round to the screw feeder.
Figure 4-55.—Gun-loading system general components.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Describe the hydraulic system and components used in the Mk 45 gun mount. Explain the mechanics of pneumatic systems used in ordnance equipment.

The MK 45 hydraulic system is divided into two components: stationary and rotating (fig. 4-55). The stationary gun-loading system components are in the loader room and in the ammunition-handling room—a compartment one or more decks below the loader room. The stationary components are a loader drum, the fuze setter, a hydraulic power source (lower accumulator), and a lower hoist (if required). The rotating hydraulic components are a cradle and rammer, a breech mechanism, an empty case ejector, an empty case tray, recoil-counterrecoil system, some components of the slide, and a hydraulic power source (upper accumulator). The slide itself is primarily a supporting structure and a counterbalance for the gun barrel.

LOWER ACCUMULATOR SYSTEM

The lower accumulator system (fig. 4-56), mounted in the loader room, provides the hydraulic power for operating the lower hoist, the loader drum, the fuze setter, and the upper hoist. The major components of the system include a main supply tank, a header tank, a main motor and pump, an exercise and emergency power drive, hydraulic controls, and an accumulator.

Lower Hoist

The lower hoist (fig. 4-57) provides a means for ammunition handlers (members of the gun mount crew)
to onload 5-inch 54-caliber ammunition into the loader drum from a remote station. It also provides a means for striking down ammunition into the ship's ammunition room.

**Loader Drum**

The loader drum (fig. 4-58) receives and stows ready service ammunition, positions the rounds for fuze setting, and ejects them one by one into the upper hoist. A rotating drum indexes as a unit within the cagelike support structure of the loader drum.

**Fuze Setter**

The fuze setter (fig. 4-59), an electrohydraulic device mounted atop the support structure for the loader drum, sets mechanical time (MT) or control variable time (CVT) fuzes on projectiles positioned for mechanical fuze setting in the transfer station. The coil assembly, at the base of the fuze setter, energizes to set the ESFs electronically (electronically settable fuzes).

**Upper Hoist**

The upper hoist (fig. 4-60) receives a round from the loaded drum and, in turn, transfers the round to the cradle for ramrning into the gun breech. Upon receiving around, the upper hoist raises it to the cradle, a pivoting tube attached to the rotating structure above deck. A pawl on the open-end chain within the upper hoist tube raises the round and then lowers it into position for the next load cycle. Also, the upper hoist can receive (unload) ammunition from the cradle. Ammunition handlers remove the round through a projectile unloading door and a powder case unloading door on the upper hoist. The lower accumulator system operates the raise cycle of the upper hoist. The upper accumulator system operates the lower cycle of the upper hoist. For example, if you have only the lower system lit off and raise the upper hoist, it will not lower until the upper system is energized.

Figure 4-60.—Upper hoist.
UPPER ACCUMULATOR SYSTEM

The upper accumulator system (fig. 4-61), mounted on the carriage, provides the hydraulic power for operating the gun-loading components on the rotating structure: the cradle, the rammer, the breech mechanism, two recoil pistons, the empty case tray, and the empty case ejector. The major components of the upper accumulator system include a main supply tank, a main motor and pump, an exercise and emergency power drive, hydraulic controls, a main accumulator, and an emergency accumulator. The main supply tank also stores hydraulic fluid for the train and elevation system.

Cradle

The cradle (fig. 4-62) is a pivoting tube that transfers ammunition between the upper hoist in the loader room and the slide in the rotating structure. When in the DOWN position, the cradle aligns with the upper hoist; when in the UP position, it aligns with the gun bore.
Rammer

The rammer, a chain-operated pawl inside the cradle, rams the round into the breech when the cradle latches into alignment with the gun bore. The gun barrel housing is a mounting block for the gun barrel, the breech mechanism, and the two recoil pistons (or cylinders).

Breech Mechanism

The breech mechanism (fig. 4-63) opens and closes the breech, extracts spent powder cases or guided

Figure 4-63.—Slide and slide-mounted components.
projectile (GP) shrouds from the breech, and ejects gas from the gun barrel. The main components are a breechblock, an empty case extractor, and a gas ejector.

**General Operation**

When the rammer transfers around from the cradle to the breech or completes the loading of a (GP) powder case behind a guided projectile (GP), the breechblock lowers to close the breech, to connect a firing cable, and to position a firing pin against the powder case primer.

When the round fires, recoil drives the gun barrel housing rearward, or out of battery position. The moving housing, which slides on horizontal keys in the slide, drives the recoil pistons against hydraulic fluid to absorb the shock and bring the recoil movement to a halt. Pressurized nitrogen then drives the counterrecoil pistons forward to put the gun barrel housing in battery position. The counterrecoil pistons also help buffer the shock of recoil.

Counterrecoil movement triggers the hydraulic actions that raise the breechblock. With the breechblock fully raised, two arms of the empty case extractor pull the spent case out of the breech and into the empty case tray. At the same time, the gas ejector releases pressurized air into the breech to clear the gun barrel of gases.

The empty case tray and the empty case ejector, mounted atop the slide, receive the spent powder case from the breech and eject it out of the gun shield and onto the weather deck. An ejector pawl moves the powder case from the empty case tray into an ejector tube, which leads to an opening in the gun shield.

The gun barrel, which consists of a tube and a liner, seats ammunition and, upon firing, imparts rotation to the projectile. Interrupted threads in the tube lock the barrel to the gun housing. Rifling in the liner imparts clockwise rotation to the projectile.

**Hydraulic Control System**

The servo and supercharge hydraulic system (fig. 4-64) provides pressurized fluid to control and replenish the power drives. The gear pump draws fluid from the main hydraulic tank and discharges the fluid through separate outlets. The fluid goes through filters, then on to an auxiliary relief valve block, which regulates the servo pressure to about 450 psi and the supercharge pressure to about 150 psi. This valve block also controls servo fluid to a solenoid-operated valve that sets and releases the power-off brakes.

Figure 4-64.—Train/elevation hydraulic system; block diagram.
The supercharge fluid goes to the valve plate of the hydraulic transmission. A series of check valves ensure that the supercharge fluid is always available to replace slippage losses in the transmission.

The servo fluid, through the electrohydraulic transducer and servo valve, operates the stroking pistons of the A-end. The servo accumulator stores a small amount of fluid for periods of high demand. The accumulator also reduces pressure variations of the pump and pulsations of the relief valve.

For a more detailed description of the Mk 45 hydraulic system, refer to Technical Manual for 5-Inch 54-Caliber Gun Mount Mark 45, NAVSEA SW323-D1-MMO-010 series.

**ACTUAL GMLS POWER DRIVES**

**LEARNING OBJECTIVE:** Explain the operation of power drive systems in the various types of GMLSs.

Accumulator and CAB type of power drive systems provide a GMLS with all the hydraulic fluid forces needed to perform its functions. The primary difference between the two systems involves what their output does for the GMLS. Accumulator type of power drives produces a supply of hydraulic fluid under pressure to operate the general GMLS equipment. Electrically controlled solenoids direct this pressurized fluid to operate hydraulic cylinders, for example. CAB type of power drives produces a mechanical output that is used to position the launcher or operate a RSR and hoist. In response to electrical order signals, the control assembly governs the operation of the CAB unit.

We will now briefly examine the various power drives of the individual GMLSs. Although you will notice differences in design, physical appearances, operating fluid pressures, and so forth, the basic principles are similar.

**MK 13 GMLS POWER DRIVES**

The Mk 13 Mods 4 and 7 GMLSs have four hydraulic power drive units. Basically there are very few differences between the power drives of the various mods. Operating fluid pressures do vary and only average ranges will be noted.

The launcher guide power unit (LPU) is an accumulator type of power drive located in the base ring. It supplies PA to operate guide components and the blast door. A gear pump charges three accumulator flasks to develop an average operating pressure of between 1,500- to 1,600-psi PA.

The magazine RSR/hoist power drive is a Special K type of unit. One A-end drives the RSR B-end or the hoist B-end. The power drive also produces servo fluid and supercharge fluid pressures. Supercharge fluid pressures are between 100 and 150 psi. Servo fluid pressure is developed by charging an accumulator flask and is about 400 psi for all mods. This fluid is supplied to the components associated with RSR/hoist selection and drive operations. Equipments include the inner and outer RSR latches, the RSR positioner, the hoist chain shifter, and the inner and outer hoist retractable rails.

The train and elevation power drives are CAB type of units located in the upper part of the inner structure. The power drives are similar and function independently. Supercharge fluid pressure is about 150 psi for both train and elevation systems. Train servo fluid pressure is developed by a small accumulator and is about 525 psi for all mods. Elevation servo fluid pressure, also developed by an accumulator, averages around 440 psi.

**MK 26 GMLS POWER DRIVES**

The Mk 26 GMLS (all mods) has four primary power drive systems. Each power drive unit has a unique emergency drive capability. Also, we will encounter some different fluid pressure values. Because the Mk 26 GMLS power drives are somewhat different, especially in functional capabilities, we will present them separately.

**Train Power Drive System**

The train power drive system has only one purpose—to rotate the launcher in train. It is located under the launcher platform and above the ICS. One electric motor drives four pumps: (1) A-end, (2) lube pump, (3) supercharge pump, and (4) servo fluid pump.
The main unit is the integrated hydrostatic transmission and brake assembly (fig. 4-65). This assembly is an in-line or straight CAB unit and power-off brake mounted within one housing. Physically it is different; functionally it is the same as other GMLS CAB and power-off brake units. Study this figure and compare it with figures 4-28 and 4-35.

A small lube pump circulates a lubricating oil through the train reduction gear unit. The supercharge pump delivers fluid to a supercharge accumulator. Supercharge fluid pressure is developed to about 375 psi and replenishes lost fluid in the transmission unit. The servo pump delivers fluid to a servo accumulator. Servo fluid pressure is developed between 1,100 and
1,400 psi. It is used to operate the train control assembly, positioner latch, and power-off brake.

**Elevation Power Drive System**

The elevation power drive system has two primary functions. Through its integrated hydrostatic transmission and brake assembly, it elevates and depresses the guide arms. Through its accumulator system, the elevation power drive supplies PA to operate the guide arm components. The elevation power drive is located within the launcher carriage. One electric motor drives three pumps: (1) A-end, (2) supercharge pump, and (3) guide arm PA pump.

The transmission unit and the supercharge pump function like those of the train power drive system. Elevation supercharge fluid pressure is only developed to about 150 psi, however.

The guide arm PA pump (gear type) delivers a volume of fluid to charge a piston type of accumulator (fig. 4-66). Guide arm PA is developed between 1,350 to 1,525 psi. A portion of this fluid is also ported to a pressure-reducing valve. This valve provides a 1,100-psi output which is used to charge a servo accumulator. Elevation servo fluid is derived from the guide arm PA. It is used to operate the elevation control assembly, position latch, and power-off brake.

If the elevation power drive system is running but in a standby or not operating condition, a guide arm PA accumulator solenoid will energize. The solenoid shifts a valve to block the output of the accumulator to the guide arms. (Servo fluid flow is not affected and remains available to the system.) This action prevents hydraulic slippage in the guide arm components and reduces the cycling rate of the accumulator. It also reduces heat buildup in the hydraulic fluid.

**RSR/Hoist Power Drive System**

The magazine hydraulic system consists of the A-side and B-side RSR/hoist power drive systems. They are identical units which are located within the six-missile sections and hoist ends of the RSR structures. The electric motor of each system (A and B) drives three pumps: (1) A-end, (2) case circulation pump, and (3) accumulator pump. We will only cover one side/system.

The integrated hydrostatic transmission and brake assembly responds to orders from the RSR/hoist control assembly. The B-end provides a mechanical output to the RSR/hoist shifter assembly. Through this unit, the RSR is indexed or the hoist is raised and lowered.

The case circulation gear pump supplies a low-volume, low-pressure circulating fluid to lubricate and cool the transmission unit.

The accumulator pump (gear type) supplies fluid to the RSR/hoist accumulator system. Part of the output of the pump charges the PA/servo piston type of accumulator flask. PA/servo is developed between 1,350 and 1,525 psi and is distributed throughout the magazine equipments. These equipments include the blast door, span rail, fin opener, RSR components, hoist components, and the strikedown system. It also operates the RSR/hoist control assembly and power-off brake.

The other portion of the output of the accumulator pump is applied to a pressure-reducing valve. This valve provides the hydraulic fluid that charges a supercharge accumulator flask. Supercharge fluid pressure is developed to about 400 psi and is supplied to the transmission unit.

**Emergency Drives**

Each of the four power drive systems has an emergency drive capability. A small hydraulic motor is mounted to the B-end of each transmission unit. Its output shaft is coupled to the power-off brake.
When the small emergency drive motor is activated, it mechanically drives through the brake and moves the equipment. The Mk 26 GMLS does not have a manual or pneumatic means to drive through its power-off brakes.

**Exercise and Emergency Accumulator Type of Power Drives**

The Mk 26 GMLS has three exercise and emergency accumulator type of power drive systems. They permit limited, but total, GMLS operation under the following conditions:

1. During maintenance procedures
2. While performing or completing necessary GMLS functions should one or more main power drive systems fail
3. For operating GMLS equipments at reduced rates and fluid pressures when purging air from hydraulic components during initial start-up or after corrective maintenance actions

---

**Figure 4-67.—Mk 26 GMLS emergency drive; typical arrangement for all power drives.**

**Legend**

- **LHT5**: Train emergency drive solenoid unit
- **UMT2**: Hydraulic motor
- **UVT40**: Solenoid pilot valve
- **■**: Exercise and emergency (RSR)
- **□**: Tank
These exercise and emergency systems can be operated from any normal, alternate, or emergency 440-volt ac ship power source. Power selection is made at the PDC by the MCC operator. The major components of the exercise and emergency systems are hydraulically incorporated with components of the main power drive systems. However, no tactical operations can be performed using the exercise and emergency systems (i.e., firing a missile).

**RSR/HOIST EXERCISE AND EMERGENCY ACCUMULATOR TYPE OF POWER DRIVE.**

The A- and B-side RSR/hoist exercise and emergency power drives provide two alternate sources of hydraulic operating pressure. They can operate the RSRs, hoists, strikedown equipments, blast doors, and jettison devices. They also provide fluid to operate the A- or B- RSR/hoist emergency drive motors and the train emergency drive motor.

The components of an emergency power drive are shown in figure 4-68. A small electric motor drives a small gear pump located inside the main fluid supply tank for each RSR/hoist system. The output of the pump charges a small accumulator flask. Exercise and emergency fluid pressure is developed between 800 and 935 psi. The emergency fluid is then distributed to the appropriate components of the GMLS listed in the last paragraph.

Because of the small size and capacity of the components of the emergency system, the GMLS equipments operate at greatly reduced rates of speed. Through the RSR/hoist emergency drive motor, the RSR can be indexed slowly in either direction. When selected, the hoist can be lowered with or without a missile. However, because of a weight factor, it can only be raised when it is empty.

---

*Figure 4-68.—RSR/hoist exercise and emergency accumulator system, power drive components.*
A manual transfer valve assembly (fig. 4-69) is mounted to the bulkhead in the strikedown area. Two hand-operated levers control four directional valves. They route both PA and tank fluids from the RSR/hoist power drives. These fluids are directed to the strikedown mechanism and train emergency drive. These “fluids” may be from either the main accumulator systems or from the exercise and emergency accumulator systems. In the OFF position, the strikedown and train emergency drive equipments are isolated from any hydraulic fluid supply. When either lever is positioned to ON, operating fluid is ported to these equipments. Locking pins prevent both levers from being ON at the same time. In this manner, hydraulic fluids cannot intermix between the A- and B-side systems.

**GUIDE ARM EXERCISE AND EMERGENCY ACCUMULATOR TYPE OF POWER DRIVE.**—
The third source of emergency hydraulic fluid is the guide arm exercise and emergency accumulator system. The components of this emergency system are physically and hydraulically part of the elevation power drive system. Reduced hydraulic fluid pressure is developed to about 815 to 935 psi. It is supplied to operate the guide arm components and the elevation emergency drive.

A manual shutoff valve assembly is mounted inside each guide arm structure. Each assembly consists of two rotary valves turned by a common operating lever (fig. 4-70). In the ON position, the valves port PA and tank fluids between the guide arm components and the hydraulic supply. These fluids can also be from the main elevation accumulator system or the guide arm exercise and emergency accumulator system. During maintenance operations or in case of a failure in one or more of the components of the guide arm, the valve may be turned to OFF. Isolating the “bad arm ensures sufficient operating pressures are still available to the other arm.

![Figure 4-69.—Manual transfer valve assembly; in strikedown area.](image)

---

**SAFETY**

**LEARNING OBJECTIVE:** Identify safety procedures that should be used while working on power drive systems in GMLSs.

Safety is everybody’s job. Awareness of danger, knowledge of how to avoid it, and constant vigilance are the three basic requirements for the prevention of accidents.

Safety is both a result and a reflection of good training. The crews of missile launching systems may be trained so that every man knows how to do his job thoroughly. However, the crew still cannot be considered well trained unless every man is safety conscious. Safe working habits must be impressed upon every crewman through proper instructions, constant drills, and continuous supervision. Carelessness, cockiness, and lack of training have led to disaster while working with all types of ordnance equipment and material.

Each piece of ordnance equipment has a specific list of safety precautions to be observed during operation and/or maintenance. Consult the safety summary of the equipment OP. Study it thoroughly before attempting to operate or repair any piece of equipment with which you are not familiar.

Any high-pressure system, hydraulic or pneumatic, is dangerous and may cause serious or fatal injuries when improperly handled. Exercise great care when operating any GMLS equipment.
HIGH-PRESSURE SYSTEM SAFETY RULES

The following safety rules are but a few of the many that must be observed when operating or working on hydraulic or pneumatic systems:

All hydraulic and pneumatic equipment should be installed and operated in compliance with prescribed safety precautions.

Personnel should be thoroughly trained and properly checked out on any high-pressure system before being authorized to operate the system.

Do not mix air and hydraulic fluid in a pressurized system. An explosive mixture could result (commonly known as diesel-action).

Never use oil on gauges associated with pneumatic systems. Do not use an oil gauge on an air system. Keep gauges clean at all times. Check the accuracy of gauges frequently as prescribed with maintenance requirement schedules.

Light oils, benzene, or kerosene must never be used as a cleaning or lubricating agent in a high-pressure air system. These oils vaporize easily and form a highly explosive mixture with compressed air.

Do not close or open air or hydraulic valves rapidly unless authorized to do so.

Never manually actuate switches, solenoids, relays, or valves on pneumatic or hydraulic systems unless you are authorized and directed to perform these actions.

Ensure that all flexible hoses are rigidly secured to prevent them from flailing or whipping about if a connection breaks under pressure.

Inspect threads of air and hydraulic system couplings before mating. Make certain they are free of dirt, oil, and physical defects.

Adhere to test, inspection, and replacement schedules for flexible lines. Never use worn, damaged, or outdated materials.

Do not kink a high-pressure line or hose nor strike a fitting or air line that is under pressure.

Before applying air or hydraulic pressure to any connection, make sure that it is properly secured. Do not attempt to loosen or tighten any high-pressure connection while the system is under pressure.

Carefully bleed pressure from all lines before removing or loosening them. Never disconnect any pneumatic or hydraulic lines or equipment until the accumulators have been dumped to the tank and zero pressure has been verified in the system.
Immediately report any leak in an air or hydraulic system to the work center supervisor or person operating the equipment.

HYDRAULIC FLUID PRECAUTIONS

Most hydraulic fluids are flammable and can cause skin irritation if prolonged contact occurs. Change clothing immediately if drenched with hydraulic fluid and wash thoroughly.

Hydraulic fluid becomes a hazard if it is sprayed, heated to its flash point, or otherwise subjected to conditions that cause vaporization. Hydraulic fluid must never be stored in a missile stowage, testing, or maintenance area. Do not handle hydraulic fluid in the presence of electrical sparks or open flames. Hydraulic fluid should be kept in closed metal containers. Bulk supplies should be stored only in approved and authorized areas.

Spilled fluids make a surface slippery. Wipe up spilled or leaking fluid immediately. Oily rags and clothing should be stored in a closed metal container to avoid a potential fire hazard. They should be properly disposed of at the first opportunity.

PERSONNEL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

When working with high-pressure equipments, you must wear approved safety glasses or face shields. Do not direct high-pressure air against the deck, workbench, or other equipments. Low-pressure air may be used for certain specified maintenance-related cleaning or drying tasks. Always obtain permission to use low-pressure air for these purposes. Never direct any pressurized air jet toward your (or a shipmate’s) body.

During any GMLS equipment operation, keep all parts of the body clear of any component that moves as a result of pneumatic or hydraulic pressure.

Safety precautions must be observed and common sense used ALL THE TIME. Do not think that once you have learned all the applicable safety rules you can sit back and relax. Review them periodically, particularly for those jobs seldom performed. Try to improve upon any rules in effect. Safety is everyone’s responsibility, not just those who drew up the regulations. Many accidents are caused by personnel who are so familiar with their jobs they think they can take shortcuts. Personnel who do not know the applicable safety precautions often are the cause of accidents. We also cannot forget the many tragic accidents caused by practical jokers. However, in the majority of instances, plain carelessness is the biggest threat. Stay alert!

AIR SYSTEMS

Most, if not all, ordnance systems use compressed air in one way or another. Though the compressed air supply system is not considered part of your ordnance equipment, it is a critical support element. In many cases, you may find that the lack of compressed air can stop the most carefully planned exercise. Many Gunners have learned the hard way—you need to check the availability of compressed air the day before an important exercise. It is extremely important that you know where your air comes from and who controls it.

The air supply system is operated and maintained by the ship’s engineers. Air systems are classified by their operating pressures. In the ordnance world, we are concerned primarily with high-pressure (HP) air. We will briefly discuss the main applications of HP air in gun systems.

HP air plants and systems are generally designed to provide compressed air at a nominal operating pressure of 3,000 psi or 5,000 psi. They are installed when one of the ship’s services requires a pressure in excess of 1,000 psi. They are also used when a ship’s function requires a flow rate that cannot be readily supported by either a low-pressure or medium-pressure plant. HP compressed air plants support high flow demand systems by the addition of HP air storage flasks in the system. Once an adequate quantity of compressed air is stored in these flasks, the high flow rates and pressure demands can be supported by way of pressure reducing stations.

The primary use of HP air in a gun system is to operate the gas ejection system. The gas ejection system uses compressed air to evacuate gases and unburned solids from the bore after firing. Gas ejection is a high-flow system. The compressed air is pumped from the engineering space to a flask in the vicinity of the gun mount. The air is then routed through a reducer, where it is regulated to system pressure, then up to the gun where it is used.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have looked at some of the basic mechanical and hydraulic principles used in gun mount and GMLS equipment. We also discussed the Mk 75, Mk 45, Mk 13 and Mk 26 hydraulic systems-control equipment and HP air systems that support weapons.
systems operation. Most gun mount and GMLSs casualties are mechanical or hydraulic malfunction, therefore, a thorough understanding of mechanics and hydraulics is essential for the GM rating. In the next chapter, we will discuss the control circuits that regulate the operation of these devices. In chapter 12, we will describe maintenance and repair procedures for mechanical and hydraulic equipment.